cal. Afterwards Auden spoke of the aims of his fellow-poets Tom Jones with obvious sincerity. Yet he talked as though he and his on Tamey friends were for the first time aware of the sufferings of men and women, avoidable it seemed to him; a subject which, throughout the centuries, has occupied many minds.
Someone read a poem by Eliot. I enjoy Eliot's conversation; profound, and agate-like in its clarity. His poetry I find difficult. I heard him read some of his own poems on an occasion when Max Beerbohm, Philip Guedalla and Aldous Huxley also read selections from their writings for some % charity. While Eliot was reading there were signs of restlessness and inattention. Such ill manners in what was presumed to be a cultivated audience were unexpected. But Eliot continued to read superbly.
There is a growing interest in the reading of poetry by poets themselves, Several poets, Yeats and Davies among them, have given readings from Broadcasting House. There , are some who do not care for the poet's attitude to the reading of verse, holding it to be mannered. But who would make love to a woman in his usual voice?
One of the best speakers of verse I have heard—indeed one of the best after-dinner speakers too—is Humbert Wolfe. Humbert, a busy Civil Servant, high up in the Ministry of Labour, yet manages in his spare time to produce a flow of poems, poetical plays, biographies (his study of George Moore is as discerning as it is entertaining), and two brilliant pieces of autobiography, Now a Stranger and Up-ward Anguish, the one an account of his childhood at Bradford, the second of his youth at Oxford. Both books are subtly named, for through their laughter from a cloud' there runs a bitter thread, as from one who suffers estrangement from his fellows.
During 19371 published a set of twenty-four drawings, my eleventh and presumably my last book of portraits. Again the book owed much to friends who wrote the text to accompany the portraits. Among these was one of Elie Halevy, made but a few weeks before he died. The 297

